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Abstract
As DRAM density keeps increasing, more rows need to
be protected in a single refresh with the constant refresh
number. Since no memory access is allowed during a refresh, the refresh penalty is no longer trivial and can result in signiﬁcant performance degradation. To mitigate the
refresh penalty, a Concurrent-REfresh-Aware Memory system (CREAM) is proposed in this work so that memory access and refresh can be served in parallel. The proposed
CREAM architecture distinguishes itself with the following
key contributions: (1) Under a given DRAM power budget,
sub-rank-level refresh (SRLR) is developed to reduce refresh power and the saved power is used to enable concurrent memory access; (2) sub-array-level refresh (SALR) is
also devised to effectively lower the probability of the conﬂict between memory access and refresh; (3) In addition,
novel sub-array level refresh scheduling schemes, such
as sub-array round-robin and dynamic scheduling, are designed to further improve the performance. A quasi-ROR interface protocol is proposed so that CREAM is fully compatible with JEDEC-DDR standard with negligible hardware
overhead and no extra pin-out. The experimental results
show that CREAM can improve the performance by 12.9%
and 7.1% over the conventional DRAM and the ElasticRefresh DRAM memory, respectively.

1. Introduction
In recent years, DRAM density has been improved dramatically as DRAM technology evolves along with CMOS
process scaling. Recently, 16Gb DRAM chip was deﬁned in
DDR4 speciﬁcation [1]. The increasing density, especially
the increasing row number, introduces signiﬁcant refresh
penalty because more rows are required to be refreshed at
a time. As a result, it takes longer time and more power
to complete a refresh. The larger refresh penalty is no
longer trivial as it can result in negative impact on memory
performance and power. For example, signiﬁcant performance degradation has been observed [2]. Consequently,
the DRAM system should be carefully designed to mitigate
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the refresh penalty. In this work, we propose a ConcurrentREfresh-Aware Memory (CREAM) architecture that allows
memory access and refresh to be executed concurrently under the pre-deﬁned power constraint. The contributions of
our work are summarized as follows:
• Trade-off between power constraint and performance. The capability of concurrent refresh in today’s commodity DRAM is limited due to power (current) constraint. To relax the constraint, sub-rank-level
refresh (SRLR) is proposed so that fewer banks are
refreshed simultaneously to reduce the refresh power
consumption. The saved power can in turn be used for
memory accesses to improve performance.
• Sub-array-level refresh. With SRLR alone, the whole
sub-rank is still locked during a refresh. To further
improve the performance, a novel sub-array-level refresh (SALR) is proposed to increase the probability
of memory concurrency between normal access and
refresh. To our best knowledge, this is the ﬁrst work
to deploy SALR for the reduction of refresh penalty.
• Concurrent refresh design. By combining SRLR and
SALR, CREAM can issue a memory access even when
a refresh operation is ongoing, which means that the
access and refresh can be served in parallel. In this
way, CREAM can effectively hide the refresh latency
overhead and meanwhile improve the performance.
Moreover, a quasi-ROR interface is designed to make
CREAM compatible with JEDEC-DDR standard, with
negligible hardware overhead.
• Refresh-aware memory optimization. Two mechanisms, sub-array round-robin and dynamic refresh
scheduling, are devised for further performance improvement. Sub-array round-robin evenly distributes
the ﬁne-grained refresh in a bank to avoid conﬂict between memory access and refresh. In addition, the
concurrent refresh can be scheduled dynamically according to the status of a sub-rank.

2. Background and Motivation
To better understand the enabling techniques proposed in
Section 3, the conventional DRAM architecture is reviewed
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Table 1: Refresh related parameters with various DRAM
capacities (based on Micron DDR3-1333 data sheet)
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Figure 1: DRAM hierarchy – a 1Gb-8bank×8 example
in this section. In addition, the source of refresh penalty and
the power constraint on refresh are brieﬂy introduced as the
motivation of this work. The ineffectiveness of two existing
refresh solutions are also evaluated, which also motivates us
to propose CREAM.

2.1. Conventional DRAM Architecture
Without loss of generality, the DRAM memory structure
has a pyramid-like hierarchy, which, from top to bottom,
consists of rank, chip, bank, sub-array, MAT, row/column
and cell, as shown in Figure 1. A rank is composed of multiple memory chips (a.k.a. device) that operate in lockstep
to feed the data bus. Inside one chip, several banks are employed as cell arrays and can be accessed independently.
Usually, bank interleaving is applied to improve memory
concurrency and data bandwidth. The bank is an “atomic”
unit for memory access though it can be further divided
into many sub-arrays. All sub-arrays share the output of
the global row address decoder so that only one sub-array
is allowed to be active at any time. In one sub-array, there
are many MATs and each of them has its own sense ampliﬁer array as the local row buffer. As the example shown in
the ﬁgure, eight chips compose a rank to provide 64-bit data
and each chip delivers 8-bit data (so-called ×8 chip). Every
chip contains eight banks and each bank has 16K rows and
8K columns. Therefore, the capacity of one bank is 128Mb
and one chip is 1Gb size in total.

2.2. The Source of Refresh Penalty
Due to the leakage current, the charge in each storage
cell gradually dissipates and eventually the stored data can
be lost as the state becomes unrecognizable. The lifetime of
the data is noted as retention time. To prevent the data loss,
refresh is required to recharge the storage cell within the retention time. In theory, a refresh scheme at any granularity
is valid as long as the cell can be refreshed in time. The
refresh in modern DRAM memory, however, is usually organized at rank level, which means all chips in the rank and
all banks in the chip are refreshed in lockstep. No memory
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access is permitted to a rank where a refresh is undergoing.
In other words, refresh and memory access are mutually exclusive to each other in the scale of rank, which causes the
primary refresh penalty.
Due to the mutual exclusion between refresh and memory access, one bank can only serve one out of four memory
operations at a time: activation (RAS or ACT), precharge
(PRE), read/write (CAS), and refresh (REF). Consequently,
all memory operations can only be issued in sequence,
which we call intrabank-zero-parallelism. The intrabankzero-parallelism requires memory operations to wait if a
refresh is being processed. Moreover, since all banks
are refreshed simultaneously, refresh further suppresses
bank-level parallelism, which we denote as interbankzero-parallelism. The combined effect of intrabank- and
interbank-zero-parallelism mandates all memory accesses
to be delayed until the refresh completes. Considering the
refresh should be taken periodically, an application may experience a long, periodic delay, which can incur signiﬁcant
performance degradation.
In JEDEC-DDR standard [1, 3], three timing parameters
are used to deﬁne the refresh characteristics of a DRAM
chip.
tREFW is the refresh window that refers to the cell retention time.
tREFI is the time interval of two REF commands. Since
distributed refresh is applied, the value of tREFI is determined by tREFW and the refresh count in a tREFW.
tRFC is the refresh latency of one REF command, which
is also known as refresh cycle.
Table 1 shows the values of these three parameters as
the chip capacity ranges from 1Gb to 16Gb1 . According
1 The values of 16Gb DRAM has not been deﬁned in JEDEC DDR4
speciﬁcation. The data listed in the table is based on our projection ac-
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Figure 2: Refresh basics. (a) Refresh command and related timing constraints. (b) impact of power constraint on performance.
to the operating temperature, tREFW can be either 64ms
(Temp≤85◦ C) or 32ms (85◦ C<Temp<95◦ C). From the table, the refresh count remains at 8,192 even though the
memory capacity increases. Therefore, tREFI sustains at
7.8μs (3.9μs) regardless of the DRAM evolution. Figure 2a
shows the basic timing constraints of tREFI and tRFC.
From Table 1, it is clear that the refresh cycle tRFC
dramatically increases as the chip capacity keeps growing. Correspondingly, the refresh overhead that is deﬁned
as tRFC/tREFI becomes larger, which means the following
memory accesses should wait for a longer time. The large
performance degradation has been observed in [2] and we
also see the similar result. Figure 3a illustrates the potential performance gain if there is no refresh in DRAM. The
average speedup for all benchmarks and memory-intensive
benchmarks is 6.3% and 11.2% with 3.9μs refresh rate, respectively. An interesting observation from Figure 3a is
that some benchmarks, such as gobmk and libquantum,
have larger performance drop (15.7% and 14.3%) than the
maximum refresh overhead (11.54%), which indicates the
refresh generates accumulative effect on an application and
therefore aggravates the performance degradation.

2.3. Power Constraint on Refresh
In addition to the aforementioned refresh penalty caused
by intrabank- and interbank-zero-parallelism, power (current) constraint is the secondary factor that necessitates
the mutual exclusion between refresh and memory access.
Even though the refresh power constraint is not detailed in
JEDEC standard and DRAM vendors’ data sheet, we leverage the well-known power constraint on activation to help
the explanation.
To ensure that the peak current consumption does not exceed the pre-deﬁned threshold, a DRAM chip prohibits very
frequent activations. Correspondingly, two timing parameters are used to limit the ACT frequency. tRRD is known as
activation-to-activation delay, which determines the minimum interval between two successive ACTs. Moreover, the
four-activation window constraint tFAW only allows four
ACTs to be issued in any tFAW cycles. Figure 2b shows how
tRRD and tFAW limit DRAM performance. Once the MC
issues an ACT to open a row, the next ACT can only be issued after tRRD cycles. Since tFAW is usually greater than
cording to the trend from 1Gb to 8Gb.

the sum of four tRRDs (see Table 1), the ﬁfth ACT (highlighted in gray) can only be issued after tFAW cycles even
if it satisﬁes tRRD constraint. Therefore, tFAW constrains
the performance in a DRAM system that the close-page row
buffer management policy is applied [8]. As CREAM aims
at the server memory that close-page policy is commonly
deployed, tFAW effectively limits CREAM’s performance
as well.
Since a refresh can be simply considered as a pair of activation and precharge (see Section 3), it should abide with
the same power constraints too. From Table 1, a refresh
consumes about 3X currents (IDD5B) than an activation
(IDD0), which means it almost reaches the peak current.
As a result, no activation can be issued during a refresh.

2.4. The Ineﬀectiveness of Existing Solutions
To mitigate the refresh penalty, the new DDR4 standard [1] proposes a ﬁne-grained refresh scheme, in which
refresh frequency can be two (2× mode) or four times
(4× mode) higher than the original refresh rate (1× mode).
Since more refreshes are involved, fewer rows need to be
refreshed during a single refresh. In this way, the ﬁnegrained refresh can reduce tRFC so that the waiting memory accesses can be served earlier to improve performance.
Table 2 lists the timing changes when ﬁne-grained refresh
is applied2 . We implement this ﬁne-grained refresh in
DRAMSim2 [10] and select some memory-intensive benchmarks from SPEC2006 suite to evaluate its effectiveness
(see Section 5 for the detail of simulation platform). As
shown in Figure 3b, on average 2× and 4× mode can
only achieve 3.9% and 6.4% performance gain, respectively, which is consistent with JEDEC report [9]. Therefore, the proposed refresh scheme is ineffective to eliminate
the refresh penalty, still leaving a big performance gap to be
ﬁlled.
The main problem of such ﬁne-grained refresh is that
it only reduces the waiting time caused by intrabank- and
interbank-zero-parallelism rather than eliminate either of
them. As a result, all banks are still locked during the refresh even though the refresh cycle becomes smaller. Moreover, the higher refresh rate adversely affects the performance as well. Compared to the 1× mode where an application only needs to wait for one tRFC, the application
2 8×

mode is mentioned in [9] but not deﬁned in [1].
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Figure 3: The motivation experimental results. (a) performance gain without refresh as chip size ranges from 1Gb to 16Gb;
(b) the ineffectiveness of ﬁne-grained refresh in DDR4; both 2× and 4× modes are shown by the normalized IPC to the
baseline 1× mode; (c) the ineffectiveness of ER; (d) cause of ER’s failure.
running with the ﬁne-grained refresh scheme can experience multiple refreshes in the same tREFI. The accumulative refresh penalty, which is calculated as Nstall ×tRFC2×
(tRFC4× ) where Nstall is the maximum stall number, could
be larger than the single refresh cycle tRFC1× and thus
even induce performance degradation in ×8 mode as shown
in [9].
Table 2: Settings for ﬁne-grained refresh in DDR4 [1]
tRFC(ns)
tREFI(μs)

1×
350
3.9

2×
260
1.95

4×
160
0.975

8×
75
0.4875

Another famous refresh scheduling policy has been proposed in [2], which is called elastic refresh (ER). ER leverages the 8-tREFI refresh scheduling ﬂexibility deﬁned in
DDR standard to hide the refresh penalty. Different from
prior work that defers a refresh until the memory is idle
(DUE) [11], ER leaves an extra elastic window and expects
that there are incoming memory accesses in the window. If
so, ER further defers the refresh until either no access comes
up during the window or it has deferred eight refreshes and
thus hits the 9-tREFI refresh limitation. As the window
width is critical to ER’s performance, ER has capability to
adjust the window width in-the-ﬂight based on the average
idle time and the number of deferred refreshes. We also
implement this approach to measure the performance improvement. Figure 3c illustrates the results. Unfortunately,
no result can be comparable to the ideal case where no refresh is applied. On average, there is 7.8% performance gap
between ER and the ideal case. In particular, the poten-

tial improvement room can be as much as 12.1% (gobmk).
Similar to the aforementioned ﬁne-grained refresh, ER also
renders the ineffectiveness to eliminate the refresh penalty.
The reason of ER’s failure can be simply explained as
follows. ER uses the average idle cycles as window width
for the possible coming access. The average idle cycles calculated by arithmetic mean, however, means only half of
accesses that have smaller interval than the idle cycles can
beneﬁt from the elastic idle time while the other half can’t.
Figure 3d shows two examples for the performance loss
caused by ER. Firstly, let’s assume 1) the elastic window
starts after access A (green block) as memory becomes idle;
and 2) access B (red block) is too far away from A to catch
the window. As a result, as shown in the left part of Figure 3d, a deferred refresh is launched after the window. In
this way, ER adversely destroys the potential performance
gain since the idle time between A and B is actually long
enough to hide a refresh. On the other hand, the right part
gives another example where the idle time between A and
B is shorter than tRFC. Consequently, B should wait for a
while (blue dotted line). With ER, B needs to wait for a
longer time because of the late launch of the refresh after
the elastic window. As a result, even though ER can allow
some memory requests to be served without stall, it may
also add additional delay to other accesses, which in turn
offsets its effectiveness.
Since the existing refresh policies still leave a big room
for further performance improvement, CREAM is proposed
as an essential solution to effectively reduce the refresh
penalty. The goal of CREAM is to hide the refresh penalty
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3. The CREAM Architecture
As shown in Figure 4 (left), a basic refresh is a two-stage
operation. First, the refresh row is opened to load the data
from the cell to the sense ampliﬁer (SA). The cell is then
restored to logic ‘0’ or ‘1’. Once the restoration completes,
DRAM moves to the second stage, in which a pre-charge is
applied to close the row by resetting the bitline and SA for
the following memory accesses. Note that the column select
signal CSL is turned off so that the refresh is invisible for
the rest of the system. In this way, a refresh can be treated
as a pair of activation and pre-charge. The two-stage refresh implies an important feature that CREAM leverages:
the range of data movement during a refresh is limited
between a sub-array and the corresponding local SA so
that it does not induce resource contention with other
memory accesses outside the sub-array (e.g., the contention on global row buffer, I/O gating logic, or I/O bus).
Consequently, it provides an opportunity for a bank to serve
a refresh and memory access in parallel as long as they can
be isolated from each other.

3.1. Sub-Array-Level Refresh (SALR)
According to Figure 4, one sub-array has a local (dedicated) bitline and local SA array so that it has the potential
to complete the refresh without competing for the sharing
resources with other sub-arrays. Therefore, we develop a
technique called sub-array-level refresh (SALR) to eliminate the intrabank-zero-parallelism. Because of the sharing
of row address logic, however, the sub-array-level refresh
is not available in conventional DRAM design. To enable
SALR, small modiﬁcation is required and Section 4 will
present the design detail.

SALR can signiﬁcantly reduce refresh penalty due to the
low probability of refresh conﬂict, which in turn indicates
the high probability of concurrent refresh that helps hide refresh penalty. For any memory access, the probability of
sub-array conﬂict can be presented as Eq.1, where NSA is
the number of sub-arrays in one bank. It is straightforward
that the probability is inversely proportional to the number
of sub-arrays if the memory access is uniformly distributed
in the bank. Note that NSA may not necessarily be equal
to the real number of sub-arrays in a bank because multiple sub-arrays can group together as a single sub-array. For
instance, NSA can be only eight in a 4Gb bank that has
128 sub-arrays (64K rows with 512 rows per sub-array).
According to Eq.1, the probability of a sub-array conﬂict
is only 1.56% as 64 sub-arrays are employed. Thanks to
the low probability, sub-array conﬂict can be effectively reduced to guarantee the high refresh concurrency.
P 1bank (NSA ) =

1
NSA

(1)

3.2. Sub-Rank-Level Refresh (SRLR)
The aforementioned ﬁne-grained refresh does not take
into account the limited current budget of DRAM. Since all
memory operations must abide with the power constraint,
no memory access can be issued if all banks are refreshed simultaneously, which in turn kills the memory concurrency.
Therefore, the only way to enable concurrent refresh is to
reduce the current consumption by a refresh. Based on our
observation from [12], the total current consumed by a
refresh is proportional to the number of banks that are
refreshed simultaneously3 . As a result, it is straightforward that reducing the number of banks that are refreshed
together can save power accordingly. CREAM employs this
idea to develop a sub-rank-level refresh scheme (SRLR).
The original rank with eight banks are further divided into
two (SR2), four (SR4) or eight (SR8) sub-ranks. As a consequence, each sub-rank has four, two or one bank that are
refreshed simultaneously. As fewer banks are involved in a
refresh, CREAM makes use of the saved current to enable
memory access in parallel. In this way, SRLR relaxes or
even eliminate the interbank-zero-parallelism because it is
no longer necessary to lock all banks during the refresh.

3.3. The Combination of SALR and SRLR
The combination of SALR and SRLR provides CREAM
high ﬂexibility of ﬁne-grained refresh due to the signiﬁcant
alleviation of intrabank- and interbank-zero-parallelism
limitations. Once a sub-rank is being refreshed, memory
accesses can be issued to any sub-ranks as long as there is
no sub-array conﬂict. To obey the power constraint, power
3 Even though the relation between current consumption and bank number is given by partial-array self refresh (PASR), we believe the trend is
also applicable to auto refresh in standard DDR SDRAM.
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should be reassigned in the new architecture. In this work,
we conservatively assume that halving bank number can
save current for one activation. Based on the assumption,
a refresh in SR2, SR4 and SR8 consumes the same current
as three, two, and one normal ACTs4 . As a result, these three
refresh schemes have distinct capabilities to compete with
ACT in a window, which is illustrated in Figure 5. For example, as a refresh in SR4 is identical to two ACTs in terms
of current consumption, it reserves two slots for refresh and
thus leaves another two ACT slots for the memory accesses,
which is noted as 2-ACT. Similarly, 1-ACT and 3-ACT are
available in SR1 and SR8, respectively.
Nonetheless, fewer banks per refresh require more refreshes in a tREFI. As shown in Figure 5, only two refreshes
are required in SR2 while eight refreshes are executed in
SR8. The more refreshes may induce performance drop as
DDR4 does (see Section 2.4). Thanks to SALP, the probability of sub-array conﬂict in a sub-rank, which is shown
as Eq.2, is low enough to effectively reduce the conﬂict.
In Eq.2, NSR is the number of sub-ranks and NB is the
number of banks in a rank. When there are eight sub-ranks
and one bank has 64 sub-arrays, the probability of sub-array
conﬂict is only 0.2%, which implies high possibility of concurrent refresh.
P subrank (NSR ) =

1
× (1 − (1 − P 1bank (NSA ))
NSR

NB
NSR

)

(2)

3.4. Refresh-aware Optimization
Sub-array round-robin. The probability calculation
given in Eq.1 and Eq.2 assumes that the memory accesses
are evenly distributed in a bank. In the reality, however,
4 Even though the reassignment is inaccurate, it is close to the truth. The
sensitivity study is given in Section 5.4 by relaxing the power assignment.

memory accesses are not evenly distributed. Instead, the
spatial locality is more or less reﬂected in the access pattern. In addition, row bits are usually placed in the most
signiﬁcant bits (MSBs) in physical address mapping to augment either row buffer hit rate or bank-(rank-) level parallelism (or both). As a result, it is more likely memory accesses concentrate in a sub-array rather than scatters over
the whole bank. To further avoid the sub-rank conﬂict,
CREAM prioritizes the round-robin among sub-arrays over
the inner row round-robin within a sub-array (see Figure 4).
Once a refresh has been completed in a sub-array, next refresh will move to next sub-array rather than next row in
the same sub-array. In this way, CREAM can control the
sub-array conﬂict as a rare case.
Dynamic refresh scheduling. The ﬁrst three ﬁnegrained refreshes shown in Figure 5 adopt static refresh
scheduling policy. The meaning of “static” is two-fold.
First of all, all sub-ranks are refreshed in order (1-..-NSR ).
In addition, the refresh is distributed evenly in a tREFI so
that the time interval between two sub-rank refreshes can
be calculated as tREFI/NSR . The drawback of static refresh scheduling is similar to the baseline refresh scheme
because MC initiates a refresh regardless of the memory status. When many memory accesses are queuing in the MC,
static refresh may degrade the performance as it wastes the
precious ACT bandwidth. Alternatively, a dynamic refresh
scheduling policy can be employed to address this issue.
According to the status of each sub-rank, the refresh can
be executed out of order so that the idle sub-rank is refreshed at ﬁrst. In this way, the dynamic refresh scheduling policy can further hide the refresh penalty at the subrank level. Since all sub-ranks must be refreshed within a
tREFI, the sub-rank that is always busy will be forced to
be refreshed at the end of a tREFI. In this work, MC simply checks the command queue to obtain the sub-rank status. Once the queue has few memory accesses, MC assumes
the sub-rank is idle and starts refreshing it. Section 5 will
evaluate the effectiveness of the dynamic refresh scheduling
policy.

4. The Design of CREAM
We present detail designs for CREAM architecture in
this section, with descriptions of protocol changes, hardware modiﬁcation, and overhead analysis.

4.1. Interface Protocol Change
To support dynamic scheduling, some modiﬁcation
should be made on the memory interface. As shown in
Figure 6a, the original auto refresh that is also known as
CBR (CAS#-Before-RAS# Refresh) should be changed to
quasi-ROR (RAS#-Only Refresh). In CBR, all address signals, including bank ID (BA[2:0]), are ignored as “Don’t
Care” bits because the row address is generated by the internal row counter in DRAM chip. In contrast, original ROR
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requires the MC to maintain the row counter and explicitly send the refresh row address to DRAM chip. CREAM
adopts the mix of ROR and CBR so that sub-rank ID is put
on BA[2:0] along with REF command but the address bits
are still “Don’t Care” (so-called quasi-ROR), as illustrated
in Figure 6a. DRAM chip reuses the bank decoder to decode the sub-rank ID and then the generated ‘sub-rank sel’
signal is delivered to the target sub-rank. The row address
is still maintained by the internal row counter.
On the other hand, the MC of CREAM needs to know the
current refresh row for the avoidance of sub-array conﬂict.
Therefore, a replica of row counter must be deployed in MC
and used by the command scheduler. Note that one rank
has a dedicated row counter in MC. The row counter keeps
counting even if some ranks are in self refresh mode. In this
way, the synchronization (highlighted by dotted gray line)
between these two row counters is established to make sure
no refresh violation occurs5 .
In addition, this quasi-ROR interface can be easily extended to an ROR interface to support the partial array auto
refresh (PAAR) At this time, MC puts both bank ID and
row address to tell a sub-rank which sub-array should be
refreshed.

4.2

The Enabling Technology for SALR

Figure 6b illustrates the modiﬁcation to conventional
DRAM structure to enable SALR. Two row address registers are added to isolate the refreshing row address from
the activation address. In addition, a multiplexer array is
employed to select the row address for the purpose of either activation or refresh. Once the refresh command REF
comes in, the dedicated register is enabled to store the refresh row address from the internal row counter. In addition,
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safer but more expensive synchronization scheme is to make the
row counter inside DRAM chip visible to MC so that MC can access it
immediately after the exit of self refresh, which is the same as MC accesses
a mode register.

the corresponding multiplexer is set to select the output of
the refresh register. The target sub-array uses the latched
refresh row address to complete the refresh in tRFC cycles.
During the refresh, the signal CSL (see Figure 4) is turned
off so that the refresh is isolated from the rest system. As
a result, any other sub-arrays can serve normal ACT, CAS
and PRE by using the activation row register.
Note that the proposed architecture is much simpler than
the one in SALP [13], where multiple registers are employed for the parallel activation. Instead, only one register is dedicated to latch the row address for an ACT command, which means that at anytime only one sub-array
can be activated. As a result, CREAM can completely
reuse the legacy logics in conventional DRAM to serve an
ACT/CAS/PRE under various timing constraints. Given a
register costs much more area than a multiplexer, the simplicity also reduces the area overhead due to the use of less
registers. In addition, CREAM has better scalability than
SALP. The number of register in CREAM remains at two
while the number increases in SALP, if more sub-arrays are
parallelized.

4.3. Design Overhead Analysis
Overhead on DRAM Chip. should be carefully considered as DRAM cost is highly sensitive to the area and
power. In this work, we implement the additional logics
shown in Figure 6b by Verilog HDL and then synthesize
the design by Synopsys Design Compiler [14] with TSMC
45nm low-power technology for the area and power analysis. For the comparison, the extra logics introduced in
SALP are also synthesized. All implementations are applied to a 2Gb DRAM chip that has 32K rows (or 64 subarrays) and the address register is consistent with SALP,
which is 40-bit wide.
As shown in Table 3, when both have eight sub-arrays
(SA8), CREAM only consumes 786μm2 area and 427μW
power while SALP has to consume 2,325μm2 area and

1,311μW power. On the other hand, as the number of subarray increases, CREAM presents much better scalability
than SALP as well. For example, the area overhead of
SALP almost doubles as the sub-array numbers increases to
16. In contrast, CREAM that employs 64 sub-arrays (SA64)
has moderate area and power increase due to the simple
pass-transistor-based implementation of multiplexor array.
Given a 50mm2 DRAM die with 64 sub-arrays, the overall area overhead can be calculated by 1,975μm2 ×8banks,
which is only 0.016mm2 (0.032%). Therefore, the area
overhead on the DRAM chip is negligible.
Furthermore, as summarized in [15, 16], it is more costly
when the modiﬁcation is applied to the bitline and sense ampliﬁer while it is less costly when the change is conducted
in the row logic and I/O. Considering SALP changes the
bitline layout but CREAM only puts additional hardware
around row logic and never touches the DRAM core, we believe the architecture of CREAM introduces much smaller
hardware overhead than that of SALP.
Table 3: Synthesis Result Comparison for a 2Gb DRAM
Chip

Power(μW)
Area(μm2 )

SA8
427
786

CREAM
SA16 SA32
528
613
1,007 1,316

SA64
770
1,975

SALP [13]
SA8
SA16
1,311 2,609
2,325 4,651

the sake of simulation speed. The well-known DRAMSim2 simulator [10] is integrated into gem5 and modiﬁed
to implement the proposed concurrent refresh schemes. Table 4 shows the gem5 setup. The selected SPEC2006 CPU
benchmark with reference input size [20] and STREAM
with all functions [21] are evaluated as multi-programmed
testbench. We run all benchmarks for 500 million instructions to warm up the cache and then the following 100
million instructions for the statistics. The instructions-percycle (IPC) is used as the performance criteria through the
evaluation. All timing parameters are excerpted from Micron’s data sheet [4, 5, 6, 7] and the refresh-related parameters are listed in Table 1. As CREAM targets at the massive
memory system used in server or datacenter where the operating temperature is usually greater than 85◦ C [22, 23],
all simulations are run under extended temperature range,
where tREFW=32ms and tREFI=3.9μs.
Table 4: Simulation Platform Conﬁguration
Cores
CPU Clock Freq.
LDQ/STQ/ROB Size
Issue/Commit Width
L1-D/L1-I Cache
D-TLB/I-TLB Size
L2 Cache

Interface design. The only modiﬁcation at the interface
is the reuse of the link bank ID (BA[2:0]) that was ignored
before. No additional pin is introduced in CREAM. As
a result, CREAM is completely compatible with the conventional JEDEC-DDR interface protocol. Furthermore, if
the dynamic scheduling and PAAR are not employed, no
change is even needed to the interface. Also note that the
new row counter in MC has fewer bits than the peer in
DRAM chip because MC is only aware of sub-array ID. As
the maximum number of sub-arrays in a single DRAM chip
is 128, the row counter for one bank is a 7-bit register. Given
a four-rank DRAM system, the overall overhead is a 40bit
register (=4ranks×(7bit row counter + 3bit sub-rank ID)),
which is also negligible. In contrast, Smart Refresh [17]
needs 768KB storage for the row counters and RAIDR [18]
requires at least 1.25KB storage for the bloom ﬁlter. As a
result, CREAM is compelling in terms of area overhead.

5. Evaluation Results
In this section we describe the evaluation setup and the
experimental results for CREAM design.

5.1. Evaluation Environment
In this work, gem5 [19] is used as our simulation platform. Instead of the time-consuming full-system (FS) simulation, system-call emulation (SE) mode is adopted for

Memory

1/4, ALPHA, out-of-order
3 GHz
32 / 32 / 128 entries
8/8
32kB / 32kB 4-way
2-cycle latency
64 / 48 entries
Shared, Snooping, 1MB, LRU
8-way, 10-cycle latency
JEDEC-DDR3, 4GB, 64bit I/O bus,
8 banks(×8), 666MHz(DDR-1333),
tRCD-tCAS-tRP-tWR 10-10-10-10,
address map: row-column-bank-rank,

Two refresh scheduling schemes, immediate refresh
(IR) and elastic refresh (ER) are implemented in DRAMSim2 as the references. IR immediately initiates a refresh
command once the refresh counter is timed up. This is
the baseline since it simulates the refresh scheduling that is
widely used in modern MCs. As mentioned in Section 2.4,
ER devised in [2] defers the refresh for an elastic window
and expects some memory accesses will come in. The window width is dynamically tuned according to the calculated
average idle cycle and number of deferred refreshes. In addition, the memory with no refresh is also evaluated as the
ideal case.
According to the motivation results shown in Figure 3a,
we classify the benchmarks into three categories and select four benchmarks as the representatives for each category, which are symbolized as H, M, and L for high (¿10),
medium ([1,10]), and low miss per kilo instructions (MPKI)
of last level cache (LLC). Each benchmark is assigned a
number for the simplicity as shown in Table 5. Both singlecore and four-core simulations are done for the evaluation.
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Figure 7: Design space exploration for sub-rank and sub-array number.
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Figure 8: One-core simulation results with 4GB memory. All results are normalized to IR.
Table 5: Benchmark Classiﬁcation and Model Settings
#

H
M
L
1Gb
2Gb
4Gb
8Gb
16Gb
SAx
SRLRy
SRSAy

Benchmarks(MPKI)

1 STREAM(34.96), 2 mcf(16.26), 3 lbm(31.92), 4 gobmk(38.35)
5 bwaves(6.07), 6 milc(5.13), 7 leslie3d(4.30), 8 libquantum(6.95)

5.2. Design Space Exploration

9 gamess(0.02), 10 namd(0.12), 11 h264ref(0.35), 12 sphinx3(0.09)

Before the performance evaluation, we conduct a design
space exploration to determine the optimal sub-rank and
sub-array numbers. Only class H benchmarks are employed
for the evaluation. We ﬁrst sweep the sub-array number
from 8 (SA8) to 128 (SA128) to ﬁnd the optimal sub-array
number. All results in Figure 7a are normalized to SA8. As
shown, SA16 and SA32 can achieve 7.2% and 10.4% performance improvement on average than SA8. In addition,
SA64 can further outperform SA32 with 3.1% performance
gain. However, only 1% beneﬁt is obtained as the sub-array
number increases from 64 to 128. As a result, either SA32
or SA64 can be used as the optimal solution. Without special statement, SA64 is applied in all following experiments
(SA32 is used in 1Gb simulation because it is the maximum
number of sub-array).
With the optional sub-array number, the result of subrank exploration is given by Figure 7b. In general, SR8 has
the highest speedup (9.7%) over the baseline. SR2 and SR4
have less than 5% speedup due to the insufﬁcient memory
concurrency. In particular, SR2 even incurs 1.7% performance drop in STREAM. The reason is that SR2 has two
refreshes in a tREFI. The benchmark experiences two refresh stalls that can ofﬂoad the limited performance gain
from 1-ACT concurrency.

Memory Models (4GB, DDR3-1333)
Micron MT41J128M8[4], 8B(bank)×8, 4-rank
Micron MT41J256M8[5], 8B×8, 2-rank
Micron MT41J512M8[6], 8B×8, 1-rank
JEDEC-DDR4[1], 8B×8, 1-rank
JEDEC DDR4[1], 16B×8, 1-rank
Concurrent Refresh Symbols
sub-array setting, x: 8/16/32/64/128
sub-rank setting, y: 2/4/8, SRLR only
sub-rank setting+SA64, y: 2/4/8, SALR+SRLR

We simply duplicate four copies of each benchmark for the
four-core simulation. In addition, ﬁve 4GB memory models are simulated with various chip capacities. In particular,
1Gb (2/4Gb) memory is the ordinary Micron DDR3-1333
that has four (two/one) ranks and eight banks. 8Gb memory leverages DDR4 timing parameters even though it has
only 8 banks. Finally, 16Gb memory refers to DDR4-1333
that has 128K rows and 16 banks6 . On the other hand, concurrent refresh with different sub-array and sub-rank numbers are noted as SAx and SRLRy, where x stands for the
sub-array number that can be 8-128, while y is the sub-rank
number that can be 2/4/8. Moreover, SRSAy stands for a
memory system that both SRLR and SALR are applied. Ta6 In

ble 5 gives the comprehensive information about the memory models and the symbol of concurrent refresh with different settings.

fact, the data rate 1333MHz is not supported in [1]. We simply
double the bank number to simulate an equivalent DDR4 module, such as
DDR4-1600.

5.3. Single-Core Simulation Results
Single-core simulation is done with the optional subrank and sub-array numbers given above to evaluate the
effectiveness of concurrent refresh. Two messages can be
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Figure 9: Refresh conﬂict number comparison between
SRLR-only and SRSA (SRLR+SALR)
taken according to the result presented in Figure 8: 1) the
three categories render distinct sensitivity to refresh overhead. The refresh has signiﬁcant impact on H and M while
the L class that has less memory intensity is almost immune
to the increasing refresh penalty; and 2) concurrent refresh
(SRSA8) can be comparable to the ideal case (around 99%
of No Refresh). On average, SRSA8 can outperform IR and
ER by 9.7% (12.9%) and 6.6% (8.1%) in 8Gb (16Gb) memory system, respectively.
Proof of Effectiveness of SALR. To verify the effectiveness of SALR, we collect and compare the number of
conﬂict between refresh and memory access in both SRLRonly and SRSA models. For the sake of accuracy, only
those memory accesses that satisfy the power constraint are
counted. Since SRLR-only model only has sub-rank-level
parallelism, the value actually reﬂects the number of subrank-level conﬂict. In contrast, sub-array-level conﬂict is
collected in SRSA models. As shown in Figure 9, SRSA
model can achieve 9X-90X conﬂict reduction over SRLRonly model with only 0.1% sub-array conﬂict. An interesting observation is that SRSA can effectively limit the
conﬂict number with modest increase as sub-rank number
increases from 2 to 8. Moreover, there is even a small decrease in lbm(3) and gobmk(4). Alternatively, the conﬂict
in SRLR-only system dramatically increases when more
sub-ranks are deployed. Consequently, all benchmarks have
performance drops when the sub-rank numbers changes
from two to eight. The reason for this phenomenon is
similar to the DDR4 ﬁne-grained refresh (see Section 2.4)
that more refreshes are invoked when sub-rank number increases. As a result, it is possible for a benchmark to experience multiple stalls due to the more frequent refreshes.
Therefore, SRLR-only model cannot work well and SALR
is mandatory for the success of concurrent refresh.
Effectiveness of dynamic refresh scheduling Figure 11a presents the effectiveness of dynamic refresh
scheduling scheme. The geometric mean value is shown
in the ﬁgure. Once the dynamic scheduling is applied
to SRSA4 (SRSA4(D)), it can obtain 4.3% performance
improvement than the other SRSA4 model that employs
static scheduling (SRSA4(S)). The result is even close

Figure 10: Four-core simulation with 8GB memory. All
results are normalized to IR.
to SRSA8(S). However, no further gain is observed in
SRSA8(D). As shown in Figure 5, SRSA8 has eight refreshes so that it leaves little room to dynamically schedule
these refreshes.

5.4. Sensitivity Study
Core number and memory size To measure how much
gain CREAM can accomplish in a multi-core system, fourcore7 simulations are run under 8GB memory. Only H
and M class along with 8Gb and 16Gb models are used
to mimic a heavy-workload environment. The benchmarks
in H and M are simply duplicated for four copies and assigned to each core as multi-programmed simulation. From
Figure 10, it is clear that CREAM can achieve more performance gain than that of ER. In general, CREAM has
9.3% and 11.9% improvement than IR while ER can only
get 4% and 4.5% improvement, respectively. The gap between CREAM and No Refresh, however, becomes bigger
(-2.1% for 8Gb and -4.3% for 16Gb) due to the increased
memory intensity (MPKI is about four times larger).
Relax of power constraint. The compromise between
performance and power always exists in DRAM system.
Even though the battle will continue, we could anticipate
the current consumption for sub-rank refresh can be lower
than our conservative settings. We relax the power constraint so that two, three, and four ACTs can be issued in
SRSA2, SRSA4, and SRSA8, respectively. The last conﬁguration that enables concurrent refresh with normal fouractivation window constraint is interesting. As long as no
sub-array conﬂict occurs, the refresh can be completely
hidden in the background without introducing any refresh
penalty. We name it background refresh as the solution
of concurrent refresh in the near future. Figure 11b illustrates the ACT number conﬁguration (in the parenthesis)
and simulation result with 8Gb model. The performance
can be dramatically improved by relaxing the power constraint for all benchmarks. Speciﬁcally, the background refresh (SRSA8(4)) can almost perform the same as No Refresh (98.9%). From this study, we can learn that power
constraint is crucial for the success of concurrent refresh.
7 As gem5 SE mode needs large memory space in the host machine for
the simulation, this is the maximum core number we can afford.
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Figure 11: Simulation results for sensitivity study. In (a), all results are normalized to SRSA4(S); In (b) and (c), all results
are normalized to No Refresh.
If the constraint can be relaxed, even SRSA4(3) can have
comparable performance (97.3%) to the ideal case.
Address mapping policy. Figure 11c shows the result when CREAM adopts different address mapping policies. In this work, we assume the row bits are placed
as MSBs to maximize the row-buffer hit rate, rankand bank-level interleaving, which is commonly deployed
in state-of-the-art MCs. The left part is the result of
“R(row):C(column):BK(bank):RK(rank)” that is used as
the default address mapping policy through this paper. The
other two policies, “R:C:RK:BK” and “R:BK:RK:C” are
also evaluated. “R:C:RK:BK” has very similar result as
“R:C:BK:RK” so that the result is omitted. Alternatively,
“R:BK:RK:C” has even better performance because it remaps more memory accesses into the same bank, which
helps the other banks has sufﬁcient time to hide the refresh.
Smaller refresh cycle. All above simulations conservatively sustain tRFC even though SALR and SRLR are employed. In fact, similar to the ﬁne-grained refresh in DDR4,
tRFC in CREAM can become smaller if fewer sub-ranks
are refreshed together. We rerun simulation with the smaller
tRFC given in Table 2. However, the performance enhancement is trivial (result is omitted). Compared to the smaller
refresh cycle, the concurrent refresh is more effective to elevate the performance. The reason is straightforward: if
memory access can be served during a refresh, the smaller
refresh cycle won’t change a lot.

6. Related Works
Concurrent Refresh. Kirihata et al. [24] proposed a
concurrent refresh scheme that can carry on the bank-level
refresh, which is similar to our SRLR scheme. However, this concurrent refresh targets at embedded DRAM
(eDRAM) with small capacity so that it does not consider the power constraint, which is critical to the standard DRAM. Also, as mentioned in Section 5.3, the banklevel refresh still incurs lots of refresh conﬂicts without subarray-level refresh. Our proposed CREAM technique improves beyond their scheme to achieve more performance
gain.
Refresh Deferring. To alleviate the increasing refresh
penalty, some studies make use of the ﬂexibility of refresh

rescheduling in 8 × tREF I. The basic idea is straightforward, which defers refresh when memory is busy and hope
the deferred refresh can be served later as memory becomes
idle. Ipek et al. proposed a refresh scheme called DUE to
simply defer a refresh until the memory is idle[11]. The
drawback of DUE was observed by Stuecheli et al. [2]: it
can delay the future memory accesses that come out during
a refresh. As a result, elastic refresh (ER) was proposed to
further defer a refresh for certain cycles even the memory is
idle [2]. As mentioned in Section 2.4, ER can adversely introduce extra delay that limits the further performance improvement. Nevertheless, all refresh deferring scheduling
methods have a common problem: the number of deferred
refresh is limited to eight. Once the deferred refresh number hits the limitation, immediate refresh should be forced.
As a consequence, it is ineffective for memory-intensive applications that can quickly accumulate deferred refreshes to
reach the constraint.
Refresh Reduction. In addition to the above prior arts,
there are also several works to reduce refresh number to
improve the power efﬁciency. Prior works [25, 24] takes
advantage of PASR (Partial Array Self-Refresh) [1, 3] to
reduce self-refresh counts. By leveraging SALR, PASR can
be seamlessly integrated into CREAM to improve the power
efﬁciency. On the other hand, Smart Refresh [17] leverages
the fact that a read/write is equivalent to a refresh due to
the destructive array access. However, the size of the dedicated counter for each row, which is proportional to the
total row number, can be too large to afford (e.g., 1.5MB
in a 32GB system). In addition, the effectiveness of smart
refresh varies for different memory access patterns.
Recently, RAIDR [18] devises a refresh scheduling policy that differentiates the retention time and correspondingly applies different refresh rate to cells that have different
retention times. A bloom ﬁlter is deployed to simplify the
refresh tracking. However, RAIDR incurs signiﬁcant area
overhead in MC since it requires at least 1.25KB storage to
implement the bloom ﬁlters. In addition, it may have reliability issue due to the problem of variable retention time
(VRT) [8], where the retention time of one cell can suddenly
change due to the leakage current. Alternatively, the over-

head of CREAM is negligible and all sub-arrays are still
refreshed at a conservative rate.
In addition, refresh prediction has been proposed to hide
refresh penalty [26, 27]. These studies are orthogonal to
CREAM and can be easily integrated into CREAM.

[11] E. Ipek, O. Mutlu, J. F. Martı́nez, and R. Caruana, “SelfOptimizing Memory Controllers: A Reinforcement Learning
Approach,” in ISCA’35, 2008, pp. 39–50.
[12] Micron,
“TN-41-15:
Low-Power
Versus
Standard
DDR
SDRAM,”
http://download.micron.com/pdf/technotes/DDR/tn4615.pdf.

7. Conclusion

[13] Y. Kim, V. Seshadri, D. Lee, J. Liu, and O. Mutlu, “A
Case for Exploiting Subarray-Level Parallelism (SALP) in
DRAM,” in ISCA’39, Jun. 2012, pp. 368–379.

The refresh penalty is no longer negligible as DRAM
capacity keeps growing. In this work, a concurrent-refreshaware memory system, CREAM, is proposed to mitigate
the increasing refresh overhead. With the power constraint,
CREAM leverages sub-rank-level refresh (SRLR) and subarray-level refresh (SALR) to make better trade-off between
performance and power. In addition, the optimization technologies, such as sub-array refresh round-robin and dynamic refresh scheduling, are designed to help the performance improvement. CREAM does not introduce additional pin-out and only incurs negligible hardware overhead. The experimental results show that CREAM can
achieve as much as 12.9% and 7.1% performance gain over
the conventional memory and the memory that uses elastic
refresh scheduling policy, respectively.
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